Department of Statistics

Statistics is a field of limitless opportunities to solve real-world problems. We’re one of the largest and top-rated statistics departments (https://www.usnews.com/best-graduate-schools/top-science-schools/statistics-rankings/) in the nation, and the diverse research interests (https://statistics.sciences.ncsu.edu/research/) of our faculty mean students can explore a wide range of specializations and find the one or ones that pique their interest.

We offer a dynamic environment for teaching, research, and interdisciplinary collaboration and training. Biostatistics, data science, business analytics, environmental statistics, statistical genetics, sports analytics, and theoretical statistics are just a few of the subject areas in which our faculty excel. Our students are highly involved in experiential learning opportunities including research, internships, and consulting. US News recently ranked Statistician as its #4 Best Business Job (https://money.usnews.com/careers/best-jobs/statistician/), and our graduates choose from high-paying jobs in exciting fields including computing, precision medicine, sports analytics, manufacturing, biostatistics, national security, and academia.

Department Highlights:

- Student organizations of interest to Statistics majors include the Statistics Club (https://www.facebook.com/groups/464002833712482/), Actuarial Club, and Sports Analytics Club.
- Statistics students have many study abroad opportunities, with recent destinations including Antarctica, Ghana, Australia, China, and the United Kingdom.
- Students in our program develop valuable statistical computing skills in the classroom and lab, and then apply those in our real-world practicum courses and at local and regional DataFests.
- Students find exciting summer experiences that include internships in nearby Research Triangle Park, in undergraduate research programs across the nation, and in our own Summer Institute in Biostatistics (SIBS) program.
- About a quarter of our students continue their education with graduate studies, including frequent placement in NC State’s prestigious Institute for Advanced Analytics (https://analytics.ncsu.edu/?page_id=1799).

For more information about our department, including contact information, visit our website (https://statistics.sciences.ncsu.edu/).
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• Statistics (BS) (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/undergraduate/sciences/statistics/statistics-bs/)
• Statistics (Minor) (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/undergraduate/sciences/statistics/statistics-minor/)